Our Extension Specialists are scientists dedicated to serving the research and outreach needs of California’s coastal communities.

A few of the ways we’re helping:

- Marine conservation biologist Jennifer O’Leary established a collaborative working group in Morro Bay to determine causes and consequences of rapid and extensive eelgrass loss.

- Marine ecologist Joe Tyburczy is helping Humboldt Bay oyster growers anticipate and adapt to seawater that is increasingly corrosive.

Our strength lies in our diverse scientific backgrounds, our dedication to applied research, and our enduring relationships with California’s coastal communities. Since 1973, California Sea Grant has been a trusted neutral source of scientific information.
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Meet the Extension Team

**Dr. Joe Tyburczy**  
jtyburczy@ucsd.edu / (707) 443-8369  
Specialties: marine ecology, marine fisheries, climate adaptation, coastal resources

**Mariska Obedzinski**  
mobedzinski@ucsd.edu / (707) 565-2621  
Specialty: endangered salmon recovery

**Dr. Paul Olin**  
polin@ucsd.edu / (707) 565-3449  
Specialties: aquaculture, agriculture and natural resources issues

**Dr. Carrie Pomeroy**  
cpomeroy@ucsd.edu / (831) 459-4173  
Specialties: fisheries social science and economics, marine policy and management

**Dr. Jennifer O’Leary**  
joleary@ucsd.edu / (805) 756-5389  
Specialties: marine ecology, climate change, marine fisheries

**Dr. Monique Myers**  
mrmeyers@ucsd.edu / (805) 680-4141  
Specialties: coastal ecosystems, climate change adaptation

**Dr. Carolyn Culver**  
cculver@ucsd.edu / (805) 893-4530  
Specialties: aquatic invasive species, marine fisheries, shellfish aquaculture

**Dr. Theresa Sinicrope Talley**  
tstalley@ucsd.edu / (858) 200-6975  
Specialties: marine ecology, seafood systems, marine debris

For more information, contact:  
**Lisa Schiavinato, J.D.**  
California Sea Grant Extension Director  
lmschiavinato@ucsd.edu  
(858) 822-2708
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How can we help you today?